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Contact: Karen Williams
15 Wimborne Avenue

Banbury
Oxfordshire OX16 ODE

Tel: 07909 966033
Email: karen@littlestarrs.co.uk

Web: www.littlestarrs.co.uk

 

Photo cushions (Ref LS001) 
£50.00 each  
Beautiful 45cm square cushion with one side featuring your chosen 
photo. Ready in 14 days. Choose the back colour to best match your 
photo from black, beige, cream, light pink and light blue. 

 

Canvas prints on stretch frames  
£72 – 16x12 (Ref LS002) 
£85 – 16x16 (Ref LS003) 
£122 – 16x24 (Ref LS004) 
Transform your favourite photo into a work of art. Fantastic ready-
to-hang stretched canvas print. The image is printed on real canvas 
and then hand-stretched over a rigid pine frame.  
 
Ready in 14 days (21 days during late November and December). 

 

Bags of love (Ref LS005) 
£100.00  

Beautiful, highest-quality, everyday fashion bag with your favourite 
photo on one side. Made in England by hand to order. Superb 
materials include leather handles, smart Italian patent trim (in 
choice of 4 colours) and base studs. Size 39 x 29 x 13cm. Ready in 28 
days. 

The trim is available in four colours: soft pink, black, pale blue or 
beige: 

 

 

 
Beach/shopper bag (Ref LS026) 
£75.00 each 

Ideal for a day out on the beach or to accompany you on a serious 
shopping expedition, this bag is both practical and eyecatching. This 
beautiful bag features your chosen photo on one side. Made in England by 
hand to order. Superb materials include leather handles and sturdy, 
hardwearing vinyl (in choice of 4 colours). Size 35 x 35 x 13cm. 
Dispatched within 14 to 21 days. 

 



 

Make up bag (Ref LS006) 
£45.00  
Beautiful multi-purpose make up bag / travel pouch, featuring your 
photo on one side, sized 19 x 14 x 5cm, handmade in England. 
Smart Italian colour matched piping, trim, zip and puller. 
Wonderful on its own or as a snug fitting addition to a ʹBags of 
Loveʹ handbag. Ready in 28 days. 
 
Choose the trim colour to best match your photo from soft pink, 
black, pale blue or beige. 
 

 

 

12-page photo calendars  
£30.00 
Contemporary - (Ref LS007) 
Classic - (Ref LS008) 
Our unique photo calendar has 12-month pages plus a cover sheet 
with a personal caption. Each page features your own photo, 
printed on highest quality 10ʺx8ʺ matt photo paper. The calendar is 
then spiral bound for wall hanging. You choose the starting month 
and the style; cool contemporary or stylish classic design. You can 
create personalised calendars for all of your friends & family. A 
great gift idea! 
 

 

One-page 2005 photo calendars 
£12.00 
Contemporary - (Ref LS009) 
Classic - (Ref LS010) 
A single page 10ʺx8ʺ calendar print featuring your choice of photo. 
Printed on highest quality Fuji Crystal Archive matt paper. Like the 
12-page calendar, this is available in two great styles; the cool 
contemporary or stylish classic design. The design is appropriate to 
both landscape and portrait photos. 
 

 

Etched glass key ring (Ref LS011) 
£28.00  
Dazzling key-ring photo cube with your choice of photo etched by 
laser into the middle of the glass. A unique gift, delivered in a black 
presentation box. The cube is sized 2 x 2 x 2cm.  
 
Quality Advice: The image will appear in monochrome at 50DPI so 
it is best suited to a high contrast picture of one personʹs face. 
 

 

Heart-shaped etched glass key ring (Ref LS012) 
£30.00  
Dazzling heart-shaped key ring with your choice of photo etched by 
laser into the middle of the glass. A unique gift, delivered in a black 
presentation box. The glass is sized 1.5 inches high.  
 
Quality Advice: The image will appear in monochrome at 50DPI so 
it is best suited to a high contrast picture of one personʹs face, or 
two heads that are cheek-to-cheek. 



 

Etched glass paperweight cube 
(Ref LS013) 
£35.00 
Dazzling paperweight cube with your choice of photo etched by 
laser into the middle of the glass. A unique gift that will last 
forever! Size 5 x 5 x 5cm. Delivered in a black presentation box. 

  

 

Etched glass classic photo (Ref LS014) 
£40.00 
Order your favourite photo in a 9cm by 15cm piece of glass, etched 
by laser. Works great for portrait or landscape photos. A unique gift 
that will last forever! 

 

 

Greeting cards and postcards  
Greetings cards: £16 (pack of 8) (Ref LS015) 
Postcards: £16 (pack of 16) (Ref LS016) 

Order your favourite image on a pack of digital press greeting cards 
or postcards. Greetings cards and postcards are A6 (105mm x 
148mm) sized with a glossy finish. Greeting cards come in packs of 
eight with white envelopes. Postcards come in packs of 16 and are 
available in two styles: blank or in the traditional postcard style. 

You can now provide your own personal message inside greeting 
cards or on the reverse of postcards. By default the image you select 
is printed with a slim white border on the front of the card. 

 

Mouse mat (Ref LS017) 
£14.00 each  
Order your favourite photo on one of these great mouse mats. The 
mouse mats are sized 237mm by 192mm and have a flexible fabric 
coating with a rubberised underside. 

 

Placemats (Ref LS018) 
£25.00 per set  
You can now order your favourite photo on a set of two heat 
resistant placemats. Each placemat is sized 228mm x 191mm. 

 

Coasters (Ref LS019) 
£25.00 per set  
You can now order your favourite photo on a set of four heat 
resistant drinks coasters. Each coaster is sized 100mm x 100mm. 



 

Personalised mugs (Ref LS020) 
£15.00 each  
Beautiful ceramic mugs with your chosen photo image. The image 
is placed just to the left of the handle. An ideal present. 
 
Choose your own message to go on the mug. 

 

T-shirts (Ref LS021) 
Child t-shirt sizes: £15.00 each 
Adult t-shirt sizes: £20.00 each  

White t-shirts in a choice of sizes, each with your chosen photo 
image and optional caption beneath. The t-shirts are approximately 
sized as follows: 

Shirt Size Length Width

child (7-8 years) 48cm 35cm 

small 73cm 53cm 

medium 75cm 56cm 

large 77cm 58cm 

x-large 79cm 61cm 

    

 

Fitted v-neck ladies t-shirts  
(Ref LS022) 
£20.00 each  
Also available, are white ladies v-neck t-shirts in a choice of sizes, 
each with your chosen photo image and optional caption beneath. 
Ladies v-neck t-shirts are available in the three sizes: 
8-10, 12-14, 16-18 

 

Wallet cards (Ref LS023) 
£9.00 per pack of 3  
Carry a picture of your nearest and dearest in your wallet. Wallet 
prints are credit card sized and are laminated for long life. 
Available in packs of 3. 
 
You can choose two different pictures for each wallet card at no 
extra charge. 
 

 

Key rings (Ref LS024) 
£9.00 per pack of 3  
Carry a picture of your nearest and dearest on your key ring. These 
hard wearing acrylic key rings contain passport-sized photo prints. 
Sold in packs of three. 
 
You can choose to have two different photos on the same key ring 
for no extra charge. 

 


